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  IMAGINATION TO SCREEN 

LIFELIKE COLOUR

FEATURES
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Create huge sets and worlds limited by 
imagination, not budget. LED screens offer 
consistent lighting, engaging environments 
on set, and streamline the lengthy post-
production process.

The true-to-life colours and image bit depth 
of HDR transform an LED screen into a 
realistic 3D background on camera, without 
compromise.

ON CAMERA AND IN CONTROL
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Low-latency, genlocked LED processing in 
combination with new camera tracking 
technology create a seamless virtual set that 
synchronises perfectly with the action
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BETTER BY DESIGN
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MF products are designed from the outset to make 
LED panels look as good on camera as they do in 
person, providing LED processing features that are 
ideal for creating lifelike 3D sets on a flat LED screen.

●HDR: Precise reproduction of the colours in your 
content

● Genlock: Perfect frame and PWM synchronisation 
with advanced options for phase offset adjustment

●ShutterSync: Automatically adjust the timing of the 
LED refresh to match your preferred camera setup

●Great at any frame rate: PWM settings are 
automatically adjusted to be optimal for the frame 
rate actually being used, not just for 60Hz

●HDR: Precise reproduction of the colours in your 
content

● Genlock: Perfect frame and PWM synchronisation 
with advanced options for phase offset adjustment

●ShutterSync: Automatically adjust the timing of the 
LED refresh to match your preferred camera setup

●Great at any frame rate: PWM settings are 
automatically adjusted to be optimal for the frame 
rate actually being used, not just for 60Hz

BETTER BY DESIGN

"The application of LED film and television technology 
to project virtual scenes in real time enables the 
seamless integration of physical set objects and 
digital environment expansion, taking production 
design to the next level... LED film and television 
technology allows visual stunts to be realized in real 
time in live 'live' scenes, no longer solely relying on 
post-production."



Model P1.86 P2.5

Unit Panel (mm) 320*160MM 320*160MM

Resolution 172*86 128*64

Weight (Kg/m2) 6 KGS 5.4 KGS

Thickness (mm) 8.6MM 8.6MM

Pixel Pitch (mm)* 1.86 2.5

LED Type 1212 1515

Brightness (CD/m2) ≤12600 ≤14500

Average Power
Consumption (w/m2) 270W 270W
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Maximum Power
Consumption (w/m2) 800W 800W

Color Uniformity ±0.003 ±0.003

Viewing Angle (°) 160 160

Refresh-rate (Hz) 3840 3840

Color Resolution 16 16

Operating Temperature (°C) —20℃-40℃ —20℃-40℃

Operating Humidity (RH) 10%-80% 10%-80%

Driving Mode 1/43S 1/43S

Processing System Colorlight / NOVA Colorlight / NOVA

※ Specification is subject to changes without prior notice for product improvement.
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Virtual reality scenes, three-dimensional 
five-sided arc cave, VR 360° + 180°
panoramic ring screen, to achieve realistic, 
three-dimensional, naked eye 3D effect. 
Immersive space, no crease, more realistic.

MF VR 5D 

Ordinary 3D screen only can do right 
angle and 3-4 side screen body, there is a 
crease at the docking area, and there is a 
limit to what can be displayed.

Ordinary 3D Screen

Immersive space, no crease, more realistic.



※ The actual system diagram may subject to change from the above example.

SYSTEM CONNECTION

APPLICATION
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